
Bellview's Dead
By: Jackie Shuler

"Get to know the characters"



Premise

"One man dying to tell the world his story"



Summary

The story surrounds a man "Bryan Page" who is living in a post 
apocalyptic world and is actually transforming into a zombie 
throughout the film. The story gets across to the audience by Bryan's 
documenting of everything that is going on. He sits at his desk with 
his webcam telling his story on how the world has gotten to this 
terrible state. Flashbacks of the headline story telling how the VP of 
the United States suffered a terrible attack. Flashbacks of Bryan 
worrying about his fiance' out on the streets trying to survive on her 
own. Flashbacks of his journey out to find her and finding a worthy 
unknown ex police officer instead and flashbacks of the Zombies 
closing in on Bryan and Bryan having to shoot the only woman he has 
ever loved. The story follows the transformation of a world under 
attack by an unstoppable virus but more importantly it follows closely 
the transformation of man into zombie. 



FYI
For all who are auditioning for a part or just wanting to be a Zombie extra.
 

● Bryan Page, Sarah Reed, Unknown Officer, and Zombie Extras...
●      These characters will at some point in the film be Zombies, therefore all must 

have at least one outfit that they can get "Zombie-fied". 
● Bryan, Sarah, and Unknown Officer will have their makeup done on set by specific 

makeup artists. 
● ALL Zombie extras will be in charge of their own makeup! Stage Blood additions 

will be added on set to those who wish to have some. 
● WARNING: The Stage Blood WILL stain clothes, therefore you are in charge of 

bringing old clothes that you are not afraid to ruin. 
● Bryan, Sarah, and Unknown Officer will have conditioner put in their dry hair to 

get the "dirty" effect. Anyone who is not accepting of that should not audition for 
one of those parts.  

● Any questions pertaining to anything stated above can be e-mailed to me directly 
@ Jshuler0827@gmail.com. Please do not be afraid to ask anything that may be on 
your mind!

 
Please keep in mind: If you audition for a part but happen not to get it you are all still 
encouraged to come be Zombies!  



Characters

● Bryan Page
● Sarah Reed
● Ted Barry
● Police Officer
● Zombie Extras



Bryan Page
Description -  
     Bryan Page leads an average life. He is engaged to Sarah Reed, his 
high school sweetheart. Bryan loves his family unconditionally and 
will do anything to help them. He lost his brother to a tragic gun 
accident when he was kid therefore he hates guns. He has many 
theories and thoughts on how the world is going to end by the ever so 
popular zombie apocalypse. Bryan has been bitten and is slowly 
changing into a Zombie himself.
 
Age - 24
 
Goal - To document what happened to the world and his life for 
people in the future to find and see.
          To survive the Zombie apocalypse



Bryan Page Continued...

● Bryan is definitely a caring kind of guy. 
 

● He would do anything to help someone in need. 
 

● Can't stand the thought of Sarah being out on the streets alone. 
Left to fight for herself and survive.  

 
● Bryan uses his trusty baseball bat to fight off the "Flesh Eaters" 

because of his hate for guns. 
 

● Bryan must overcome his hate at the end of the film to save 
himself from Sarah who has returned home.  



Sarah Reed
Description - 
     Popular girl who's engaged to the geek/nerd. Madly in love with 
him and his crazy ideas. Supports his ideas but does not like listening 
to them all the time. She uses his theories to hae some fun with Bryan 
also. Only thing that is on her mind is their wedding. She has 
countless tasks at hand to finish just so they can have a great wedding. 
 
Age - 24

Goal - Prove to Bryan that there is not going to be a zombie 
apocalypse. 
          To return home and eat Bryan. (at the end of the movie)   

 



Ted Barry or Susan Barry
*This could be a male or female role*

Description - 
     Channel 7 News anchor
 
Goal - To be the best News anchor ever. Displays all kinds of 
emotions that pertain to the story he or she is telling. Very 
professional in their work. Thinks "THEY ARE THE BEST"



Police Officer
Age -  25 - 30 yrs. 
Description - 
     Found by Bryan in the streets in the post apocalyptic world. Not 
given a name. (This shows Bryan's caring personality throughout their 
little journey together and how hard it is for Bryan to when he loses 
him to the zombies)

He is a police officer and gives Bryan a few great things during their 
run together in the story. (A Ballistic Clip Board to protect himself 
from the "Biters")
 
Very confident in his survival and knows what to do in many cases.  

Calls the zombies, "biters" and "flesh eaters".



Zombie Extras

Goal - Goal -
     There to eat people!

Some can run, some can't run and others just do what they want and 
feel.


